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DRILLING IS ENCOUNTERING SPONTANEOUS
METHANE GAS FLOWS



Hole KA-06 is spontaneously emitting high volumes of methane
gas, several other holes are also releasing gas;



Permeability Test holes will accurately measure gas bearing
sections and gas volumes, planned for completion mid-2012;



Kinetiko is 60% through its first 8 hole drilling campaign on
tenement 56ER, without safety incident;



Kinetiko’s Amersfoort operations have been audited by
Gustavson and Associates (Independent Gas Resource
specialists) and deemed to align with best industry practice;



Kinetiko continues to build on its already strong tenure position
with granted and applications in highly prospective areas now in
excess of 16,000Km2
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Amersfoort Project
The Amersfoort area of the
Eastern Transvaal is one of the
most prospective areas for CBM
with well documented, gassy
coal measures. Kinetiko has
49% equity in 2 onshore gas
2
licenses
covering
1,874km
under a Farm Out agreement
with a South African company
Badimo Gas Ltd, Kinetiko is the
Operator.
Independent Oil and Gas
consultant:
Gustavson
Associates of Boulder Colorado
have estimated the Amersfoort
licenses have CBM Gas In Place
(GIP) Resource of 1.7tcf and
1.12tcf Contingent Resource.
The goal of the Amersfoort
Exploration program is to
increase Resource certainty; this
is
largely
dependent
on
Exploration success.

8th December 2011

Photograph of KA-06 flaring; total hole depth 366m. Twenty six gassy coal and
carbonaceous samples were collected between 190m to 366m.
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Table: Amersfoort Drilling Progress as of 5 December 2012

Kinetiko signed an MOU with its JV Partner, Badimo Gas, which
entitles Kinetiko to a first right of refusal to enter into commercial
agreements on Badimo’s 7,000Km2 of land tenure that is under
application
Kinetiko has also made applications for three TCP’s
Map of Kinetiko land tenure potential – various applications underway

Managing Director, Andrew Lambert stated:
“The presence of methane gas in many of our exploration holes is encouraging.
We continue to observe core samples fizzing with gas which we measure over
time and we also have methane gas escaping from our cased drill holes – these
indicate high permeability within the coal and carbonaceous mudstone layers,
which is positive for news for future development.”
For further information please visit: www.kinetikoenergy.com.au

